Let H be a fixed separable Hubert space of infinite dimension. Let JV, JI{ S> and .9" be all normal, compact, quasidiagonal and quasitriangular operators on H, respectively. In this note it is shown that Jf + % is arc wise connected, nowhere dense subset of ® and @ is an arcwise connected, nowhere dense subset of .9".
shift with weights 6,0,e/2,0,e/3, . Therefore T-N is compact and || T -N || = 6. Consequently N cannot be contained in the interior of N in Jΐ + 3{. Therefore, since the diagonal operators are dense in Jί, Jf has empty interior in Jί + jf{.
Let T=N + K where N = diag(α,,a 2 , •) and K is compact. Let e>0 and define N e = diag(A, The proof of this remark is essentially the same as Halmos' proof found in [10, Theorem 2.2] where he shows that a quasitriangular T can be written as D + C where D is triangular and C is compact with ||C|| < e. Hence the proof is omitted from this paper. As an obvious corollary to Remark 1, we have REMARK 2. (a) The set of all block diagonal operators is norm dense in 3).
(b) If T is invertible and quasidiagonal, then T" 1 is quasidiagonal.
Proof. Part (a) is obvious. Since T is invertible and quasidiagonal, there exists invertible block diagonal operators {D n } such that D n -> T. Therefore D;'->Γ'. Since D;
1 is block diagonal and since Q) is closed, T~x is quasidiagonal.
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Let U be the unilateral shift. From [6, problem 109] , if || U -T\\ < 1, then T is not invertible. Hence it follows that the set of all invertible operators is not (norm) dense in B(/ί), the set of all operators on H. U* is obviously quasitriangular (in fact, I/* is upper triangular). By the above result || U* -T\\ = || U ~ T*|| < 1 implies T is not invertible. Consequently, the set of all invertible operators is not dense in 3~. THEOREM 
The set of all invertible block diagonal operators is dense in 2.
Proof. Let T 6 3. Since the set of all block diagonal operators is dense in 2) (Remark 2), we may assume that T is block diagonal relative to
. Since dim M n < oo, T n = U n P n where U n is unitary and P,x =(T*Γ n ) l/2 ^ 0. We may assume that P n is a diagonal operator. For each positive integer m, let D njn be the diagonal operator obtained from P n by replacing each diagonal entry which is less than 1/m by 1/m. Let Snjn = U n D thm and let S m = 5 Im ©S 2 , m © . It follows immediately that S m is an invertible block diagonal operator such that || T -S m \\ 1 /m, and the theorem is proved. THEOREM 
2 is an arcwise connected, closed, nowhere dense subset of ίT (norm topology).
Proof. Since the ray from the zero operator to T is contained in 2 when T E ®, 2 is trivially arcwise connected. Since 2 is a closed subset of B(H), to complete the proof we need only show that 2 has empty interior in ίT.
Let A E 2. Since the block diagonal operators are dense in 2 we may assume that Λ=Λ,©Λ 2 © * is block diagonal relative to H = M,©M 2 © " (dimension of each M n is finite). Since every finite square matrix is unitarily equivalent to an upper triangular matrix, we may assume each A n is in upper triangular form with entries a i} (n). Since a u (n) is an eigenvalue of A n (and hence of A), there exists a unit vector x n E M n such that Ax n -A n x n = a u {n)x n .
Observe that the JC/S form an orthonormal sequence. Since {flπ(n)}"= 1 is a subset of the spectrum of A, it must have a convergent subsequence; a u (ni)-+λ as /-» +oo. Let e >0. Then for all /'s sufficiently large Proof. The sequence {P n } of finite rank orthogonal projections converging strongly to / is said to implement the quasitriangularity of T if \\TP n -P n ΓP Λ ||-»Q. Since A ©0 is quasidiagonal, A ©0 and A*©0
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are quasitriangular implemented by the same sequence of finite rank projections converging strongly to /. By [4, Theorem 8] and its proof A and A* are quasitriangular implemented by the same sequence {P n }.
Thus \\AP n -P n AP n W-^0 and ||A*P M -P n A*P π || = \\P n A -P n AP n || ->0. Combining these statements we have Consequently A is quasidiagonal and the theorem is proved.
Halmos has shown [9] that every operator with countable spectrum is quasitriangular. Douglas and Pearcy [4, Theorem 9] have shown that T quasitriangular and S invertible implies STS 1 is quasitriangular. Neither of the above theorems is true when "quasitriangular" is replaced by "quasidiagonal". Russel Smucker has found a counterexample to each of these conjectures.
In [4, Proposition 5.1], Douglas and Pearcy prove that T is quasitriangular if and only if there exists a sequence {K n } of positive semi-definite compact operators that converges strongly to / and satisfies || TK n -K n TK n ||->0. However the analogous statement for quasidiagonal operators is not true (the unilateral shift is not quasidiagonal): REMARK 3. Let U be unilateral shift. Then there exists a sequence {K n } of positive semi-definite finite rank operators that converges strongly to / and satisfies \\UK n -K n l/||-»0.
To see that this is true, suppose that U is the unilateral shift with respect to the orthonormal basis {x,, JC 2 , •}. With respect to this basis define K n as
Then each K n is diagonal, has finite rank, and K n ^ 0. If we fix n and denote K« by diag(α,,α 2 , a^ •), then
Hence UK n -K n U is a weighted shift so by [6, Problem 78] , || UK n -K n U\\ = sup f |α/ ~ a i+ϊ \ = -above remark to be true. Proof. Suppose T is a thin operator so that T = A/ + K where K is compact. Let P n be a sequence of finite rank orthogonal projections converging strongly to the identity operator. Since P n converges strongly to / and since K and K* are compact, P n K->K and P, 7 K*-*K*. Thus = I I p π κ*-κ*|| +ii p π κ-κ ii->o.
Therefore T is uniformly quasidiagonal.
Suppose that there exists a uniformly quasidiagonal T that is not thin. Then by Remark 4 there exists e 0 > 0 such that for every E o E 0> there exists E ^ £ 0 , E<Ξ&> such that \\TE -ET\\^ e 0 . Let {x\,x 2 , JC 3 , •} be an orthonormal basis for H. Let P, be the projection on the space spanned by {x { }. Then there exists E { ^ P,, £,G^ such that || TEi -£jΓ|| ^ e o Let P 2 be the projection on the space spanned by E ι (H) + {x 2 }. Then there exists E 2^P2 such that ||7Έ 2 -E 2 Γ||i= € ( ). We continue in this manner obtaining a sequence {E n } of finite rank orthogonal projections converging strongly to / such that \\TE n -E n Γ||^e 0 . However T is assumed to be uniformly quasidiagonal; contradiction. Hence the theorem is proved for the uniformily quasidiagonal case. The uniformily quasitriangular case is proved in a similar manner.
